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Reviewer's report:

Summary:

The study presents a model/method for the prognoses of death of patients using their EMRs. The study is based on using LSTM models, and uses both structured and unstructured (text) data. The study was able to outperform doctors' prognoses. However, the model cannot specify determinant features in prognosis due to the nature of NN.

General/Major:

1- Improving ACP and palliative care can be an output to using your models and methods but as far as I can see your study is not limited to this context and the results can have other applications (like better procurement of care facilities). But, the wording in the abstract and introduction implies that the study is specific to this application, which is not.

2- Your model was fed with data of deceased patients (100% in 5 years), but the human agents (doctors) were not sure about death of patients within the next 5 years period (92% for the next 6 month in hospice). I wonder if this difference should be considered when comparing the results (it might slightly favor the machine learning approach) ?

3- The median survival for your reference of correct prediction (ref [22]) was 24 days. As the criterion of correct prediction (33%) gets more generous for longer survivals, then I think comparing accuracy of predictions to the reference is acceptable only if the median survivals are comparable . I could not find median survival days in the manuscript, please indicate that, and if it is very different from your reference you may want to clarify why still you compare the results while the survival median in your study is longer (if longer).
 Minor:

1- P7L9-13: please provide reference for (probably #22 ?)

2- P7L20: please discuss why the results should be specific to ACP or if it can be generalized

3- P16L44: do you mean "forward stepwise " feature selection approach? As you did not tested all combinations, then you may want to motivate why you preffered this approach.

4- P27L9-13: this is an important extension to your work, you may want to elaborate more on the requirement of this "more data"
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